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  Introduction: are hadrons produce complete set of  
asymptotic states? 

  Color confinement and rational unitarization scheme 

  Reflective scattering and hadronic liquid state at very 
high temperatures 

  Third vacuum state and energy dependence of  the 
average transverse momentum 



  Unitarity of  scattering operator: optical theorem 

  The Hilbert space – physical vacuum (Lorentz 
invariant) 

  Should we extend this Hilbert space in QCD ? 

  Perturbative and physical vacuum 

  Color confinement of  QCD – isolated colored object in 
the physical vacuum has infinite energy 



  Let  suppose that the set of  the asymptotic states 
should be extended (J.P. Ralston, 2007) 

  Extra states (confined objects) will be treated similar to 
states with indefinite metrics (N.N. Bogolyubov, 1958) 

€ 

Φ = ϕ + ω

€ 

H = Hϕ +Hω

€ 

ϕ = P Φ

€ 

ω = (1− P)Φ



  Scattering operator       in the common Hilbert space H 
does not conserve probability and obey unitarity 

  Let impose condition 

  Since 

€ 

˜ S 

€ 

Φ,out = ˜ S Φ,in

€ 

ω,in + ω,out = 0

€ 

ϕ,out = P ˜ S (ϕ,in + ω,in



  In the Hilbert space           : 

  Operator U: 

€ 

Hϕ

€ 

ϕ,out = S ϕ,in

€ 

S = (1−U)(1+U)−1

€ 

U = (1− P) ˜ S 



  In impact parameter representation 

  Physical interpretation of  U as a quantity related to the 
confined objects  

€ 

S(s,b) = (1−U(s,b)) /(1+U(s,b))

€ 

(1− P) ˜ S 

€ 

U(s,b)



  U(s,b) increases with energy (like power) and decreases 
with impact parameter (like exponent). 

  S(s,b)<0 – reflective scattering (analogy with optics) 

  Reflective scattering starts to appear at the energy  

€ 

sR

€ 

U(sR ,b = 0) =1



  Amplitude of  elastic scattering f(s,b): 

€ 

Im f (s,b) = hel (s,b) + hinel (s,b)

€ 

hinel (s,b) =U(s,b) /(1+U(s,b))2

€ 

hel (s,b) =U 2(s,b) /(1+U(s,b))2

€ 

S(s,b) =1+ 2if (s,b)



  At the energy values                                         has 
solution at                   - equation for the horizon of  
reflective elastic scttering 

  The probability of  reflective elastic scattering is equal 
to zero at                    

  Logarithmic dependence of  R(s) 

€ 

s > sR

€ 

S(s,b) = 0

€ 

b = R(s)

€ 

b ≥ R(s)



  Presence of  reflective scattering can be accounted for 
by the van der Waals method 

  Reflective scattering simulates a presence of  repulsive 
cores and acts against deconfinement 

  Hadron liquid density: 

€ 

nR (T,µ) = n(T,µ) /(1+κ(s)n(T,µ))

€ 

nR (T,µ) ≈1/κ(s) ≈ M
3 /ln3 s



  Assumption on the same scale of  confinement-
deconfinement transition and restoration of  chiral 
symmetry? 

  Another situation might be realized-different above 
scales-nonperturbative vacuum in the hadron interior 

  Generation of  masses of  quarks: effective degrees of  
freedom – constituent quarks and Goldstone bosons 



  At short distances vacuum is perturbative         and 
current quarks and gluons are the relevant degrees of  
freedom 

  Outside hadrons vacuum is physical with ordinary 
hadrons as degrees of  freedom 

  Constituent quarks and Goldstone bosons (pions) are 
the degrees of  freedom in hadron interior (not at too 
short distances) 

€ 

0 pt



  What kind of  transition occur at RHIC? 

  Where physical vacuum goes? 

  Crossover form of  deconfinement – transition from physical 
to nonperturbative vacuum 

€ 

0 pt

€ 

0 np

€ 

0 ph



  Should finally transition to perturbative vacuum take 
place? 

  At high temperatures confinement mechanism could 
be triggered again – finite probabilities to form 
colorless clusters again 

  It would correspond to unitarity saturation (loop 
transition of  vacuum) 

€ 

0 ph (Hadron gas)→ 0 np (Quark − pion liquid)→ 0 ph (Hadron liquid)



  The reflective scattering always accompanied by 
absorptive scattering at moderate and large impact 
parameters 

   It implies transition of  nonperturbative to the 
perturbative vacuum 

  It should be fog instead of  liquid (white clusters of  
hadrons inside of  colored gas of  quarks and gluons) 



  Can all what said above be confronted with 
experimental data? 

  Elastic scattering was discussed at Diffraction 2008 

  Global characteristics (some) at the LHC are available 
for the multiparticle production 

  Average transverse momentum of  secondary particles 
at 7 TeV in c.m.s. 



  U(s,b) is constructed in the framework of  the model 
which uses above notions: 

  Quasi-independent scattering in the mean field is 
assumed for constituent quarks  
€ 

U(s,b) = fQi
i=1

N =n1 +n2

∏ (s,b)



  Number of  scatterers 

  Mean multiplicity  

  Orbital angular momentum 
€ 

˜ N (s,b) ≈
(1 − kQ ) s

mQ

Dc
h1 ⊗ Dc

h2 ≡ N0(s)DC (b)

€ 

n (s,b) = αN0(s)DC (b)

€ 

L(s,b)∝ b s
2
DC (b)



  Coherent rotation of  quark-pion liquid in the transient 
state and relation with transverse momentum 

  Average transverse momentum 

€ 

pT (s,b) =κL(s,b)

€ 

pT (s) =
bdb pT (s,b) n (s,b)hinel (s,b)

0

∞

∫

bdb n (s,b)hinel (s,b)
0

∞

∫



€ 

n (s) = gsδ

€ 

δ =
1
2
(1− ξ

mQRC
)

€ 

pT (s) = a + csδ

€ 

pT (s) = a + γ n (s)

€ 

δ ≈ 0.2

€ 

pT (s) / n (s)→const

€ 

s→∞

if  liquid state keeps its 
identity at super high 
energies 





  Orbital angular momentum in the initial state lead to 
collective rotation 

  Orbital angular momentum increases with energy 

  Liquid intermediate state in hadron collision 

  Unitarity and confinement are interrelated 


